
Artist Statement

Within my art practice I seek to explore the human relationship with colour. My 

interest in this relationship comes from my own chronic eye condition that 

occasionally causes severe photophobia, leaving me in a near constant state of 

darkness for short periods of time. Deprivation of light means that for a while after 

leaving this darkness, I am hyper aware of colour and the staggering vibrancy it 

creates in the world. By creating a dialogue between myself and colour through 

the mediums of painting, light art, and installation the work is both an 

investigation and celebration of its influence and sensation. Informed by the 

artwork and writings of people such as Luce Irigaray, David Batchelor, Daniel 

Buren, David Reed, Yves Klein, and the artwork from the Orphism, Minimalism, 

Abstract Expressionism, and Colour Field movements, my work investigates 

colour and how it affects our visual realities. 

Painting and light art allow me to explore colour in different ways. Painting is a 

reciprocal process which allows me to play with how colour behaves on a surface 

and how I respond to it. I view paintings as objects: the sides as important as the 

face. Light art enables me to play with colour as a physical thing; to touch and be 

touched by colour and light. I explore how coloured light changes an environment 

and our response to it. By using installations and environments created with 

paintings and light art, I draw the viewer's attention to colour and aim to make 

conscious the impact it has on visual realities. 

I am inspired by colours from all aspects of my life, most notably the vibrant flat 

colours depicted in sci-fi movies and comic books. In my practice, the first step is 

to make myself conscious of the colours around me.

Blue Ascension, 2020, Installation, cardboard, coloured vinyl, aluminum foil, acrylic 
paint, found object (ladder), box lights



Blue (Art School Gothic, Jack), 2019, Digital painting Red (A new perspective, Lorenzo), 2020. Digital painting



Yellow (How to sit, Campbell), 2019. Digital painting If I can’t be Yellow I’ll be a Giraffe (Holding Court, Maddy), 2019. Digital painting



Green (Ready to Float, Madeline), 2019. Digital painting Patterns for Joy (How to Dance, Joanna), 2019. Digital painting



(left) Untitled, 100 x 100cm, Oil, acrylic, and graphite on board

(right) Untitled, each board 120 x 30cm,  Oil, acrylic, and graphite on board





(Left: daytime) (Right: nighttime) Centrifugal Colour (Reflection), 2020. Water, acrylic paint, plastic sample bottles, wood, aluminum foil, rotating display stand.



Site specific kinetic sculpture made for 

this window space at  io. Design 

Centrifugal Colour (Reflection), 2020. 

Water, acrylic paint, plastic sample 

bottles, wood, aluminum foil, rotating 

display stand.



(Untitled) 
Playing with colour and light - exploring additive 
colour, 2020. Wood, RGB LEDs, glass, vinyl.

(Untitled) 
Playing with colour and light - exploring additive 
colour, 2020. Wood, RGB LEDs, glass, vinyl.



(Untitled) 
Playing with colour and light - exploring additive colour, 
2020. Wood, RGB LEDs, glass, vinyl.

(Untitled) 
Playing with colour and light - exploring additive 
colour, 2020. Wood, RGB LEDs, glass, vinyl.



(Daytime) Blue Ascension, 2020, Installation, cardboard, coloured vinyl, aluminum foil, acrylic paint, found object (ladder), box lights



(Evening) Blue Ascension, 2020, Installation, cardboard, coloured vinyl, aluminum foil, acrylic paint, found object (ladder), box lights



Blue Ascension, 2020, Installation, cardboard, coloured vinyl, aluminum foil, acrylic paint, found object (ladder), box lights



Grey

A colour that I have become fascinated with is grey. Grey, an achromatic colour, has interesting optical properties. One of which is 

how often it trips up the colour constancy effect. Colour constancy is a feature of human colour perception that allows us to 

perceive objects of colour as constant in different illumination. However, grey can defy this constancy effect. Grey also has the 

amazing ability to soak in the colours around it. A dot of blue on a neutral grey surface will tint the whole area. Colour on grey 

surfaces stand out through the contrast of hue, unlike white or black where tone is the biggest factor in contrast. Grey is 

considered dull but with the smallest addition of colour it becomes luminous. The paintings in my series ‘Luminous Grey Colour 

experiments’ explore grey and its interactions with colour and light. The colour elements of the paintings are intentionally minimal, 

sanded down so that the colour bleeds into the grey surface appearing and disappearing. The minimal use of colour, and its 

positioning on the paintings, is so that your eye does not have a fixed location to look at but rather wanders around the grey 

surface.



Luminous Grey Colour experiment 1, 
2020, 100x125cm, acrylic on board

Luminous Grey Colour experiment 2, 
2020,  100x125cm, acrylic on board

Luminous Grey Colour experiment 3, 
2020, 100x125cm, acrylic on board



Luminous Grey Colour experiment 1, 
2020, 100x125cm, acrylic on board

Luminous Grey Colour experiment 2, 
2020,  100x125cm, acrylic on board



Luminous Grey Colour experiment 3, 
2020, 100x125cm, acrylic on board



I do not see these works as having a top or bottom but instead display them how I think they will have the most impact in a given space.



Grey Sketch No.14, 2020. Digital painting Grey Sketch No.17, 2020. Digital painting Grey Sketch No.15, 2020. Digital painting

Since the start of this lockdown I have started to create digital sketches exploring the colour grey. As I am unable to make physical work during this crisis.



Grey Sketch No.26, 2020. Digital painting Grey Sketch No.22, 2020. Digital painting Grey Sketch No.20, 2020. Digital painting



Grey Sketch No.30, 2020. Digital painting Grey Sketch No.27, 2020. Digital painting Grey Sketch No.19, 2020. Digital painting


